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It all began in 1950 in Vara, Sweden, when Karl Erik Andersson received his fi rst order for a washing 

machine from his mother. The farmer, Karl Erik, thought about it carefully and produced a washing 

machine that didn’t look like washing machines did in those days. Word of the revolutionary model spread 

and nothing’s been the same since. Karl Erik built a small factory on the farm and started making washing 

machines full time. A few years later he built his fi rst dishwasher and tumble dryer. Business gathered 

momentum and more and more dishwashers, washing machines and dryers left the doors of the small 

factory in Vara. Today, there are around 1,000 of us employed at production plants in Sweden and Finland, 

and countless more in sales companies in 35 countries around the world. In 1987, we opened our offi ce 

in North America. Today, ASKO products are proudly sold by the number one team of independent 

dealers and distributors in the appliance industry. We are well aware that we have customers all 

over the world, all of whom place high demands on design, function and care for the environment.

QUALITY ALWAYS COMES

FROM DEDICATION.

QUALITY ALWAYS COMES

FROM DEDICATION.



In 1999, our environmental work had advanced so far that we received environmental certifi cation in 

accordance with ISO 14001. This means a great deal to us, but even more for you and the environment. 

Over the years, the driving force and dedication to produce and distribute the best appliances has always 

come from the same source, our co-workers. Their knowledge and ideas have helped us to produce some 

of the world’s best dishwashers, washing machines and tumble dryers of the modern age. Now, we can 

reap the fruits of our long experience: awards and top test results from all over the world make people 

choose our appliances. For example, in recent years we have received the ADEX Design Award numerous 

times for both dishwashers and laundry products. All ASKO products carry an EnergyStar® rating denoting 

signifi cant energy effi ciency. Our appliances are also known for their low water consumption, among 

the best in the world. We have also gained attention for our environmental work, design and innovation, 

lowest energy consumption and best product development. Above all, we are appreciated by millions 

of satisfi ed customers all over the world. In other words, ASKO has grown from a mother’s kitchen to 

an international brand that stands for world class design, premium performance, safety and of course 

durability. However, we refuse to rest on our laurels. We will continue in Karl Erik Andersson’s spirit 

and develop our products to perfection with passionate dedication. To make your life a little easier.





IMPROVING ASKO DISHWASHERS 

WAS A PRETTY TALL ORDER

ASKO has always gone to great lengths to design, engineer and build the highest 

quality dishwashers in the world. Now, we’ve raised the standard again with 

our next generation designs. Like every ASKO dishwasher before them, our tall-tank 

models out-clean ordinary units while using far less water and electricity. They’re 

super-quiet, dependable and backed by the most highly regarded warranty in the 

industry. No wonder ASKO dishwashers stand head and shoulders above other brands.

IMPROVING ASKO DISHWASHERS 

WAS A PRETTY TALL ORDER



The Turbo Fan® 
Drying System blends 
hot, humid air inside 
with cool, dry air 
from outside, then 
drains the condensed 
moisture into the 
bottom of the tank. 
This time-saving 
feature virtually 
eliminates the need 
for hand-drying.

ASKO lets you choose the control 
options you want — from unique, 
push-button pads with 3D symbols 
to sleek LCD displays that disappear 
when the door is closed.

The exclusive PowerZone™ wash system 
cleans your toughest items. While one 
jet shoots water up directly into crusty 
pots and pans, another aims down at 
cutlery. And, our patented Super Cleaning 
System™ gives you noticeably cleaner 
dishes with no hand rinsing. With a self-
cleaning triple filtration system and wash 
and rinse temperatures up to 170º F, no 
residential dishwasher zaps germs better.

Wherever possible, ASKO uses steel instead of plastic. From the 18:9 stainless steel tank, spray arms and filter system to the 
galvanized steel base pan, nobody uses more steel than ASKO.

ASKO is so roomy, it’ll easily accommodate 12 inter-
national place settings with room to spare. Many other 
dishwashers barely hold 10. The redesigned Flexi-Rack® 
system lets you adjust racks to make more space. Tines 
in most models fold down flat. And all XL models have 
an adjustable wine rack for different size stemware.



Using as little as 194 kWh per year, ASKO consumes less electricity 
than any other full-size dishwasher, including other EnergyStar® units. 
Indeed, the energy savings alone could justify buying an ASKO.

An average ASKO load uses less than 5 gallons of water compared to 
the 7-10 gallons used by typical dishwashers. Saving you — and the 
environment — over 1,000 gallons each year.

ASKO uses about half the detergent other dishwashers do — only 
1-1/2 tablespoons. In fact, washing a load in an ASKO is far less 
expensive than doing it by hand.

ASKO may cost more initially, but with energy, water and detergent savings 
over a 20-year life span, it’s among the most cost-efficient on the market.

C l i c k  o n  a s k o u s a . c o m  f o r  c o m p l e t e  d e t a i l s .

The unique MIX™ program 
in the D3531XL automatically 
adjusts water pressure so 
you can safely wash your 
delicate crystal in the upper 
rack at the same time as your 
most heavily soiled pans below. 
ASKO dishwasher models 
D3152XL, D3251, D3251XL 
and D3531XL feature an 
exclusive Pulse Wash which 
varies the water pressure in 
the spray arm to adjust the 
pressure for different soil levels.

C l i c k  o n  a s k o u s a . c o m  f o r  c o m p l e t e  d e t a i l s .

ASKO’s full warranty lasts longer than any other manufacturer’s. But, with dishwashers built to last 20 years, you may never need it.

NO BRAND IS

QUIETER
There’s no other brand of dishwasher on the market quieter than ASKO. The D3000 series 
is even 12% quieter than before. No ASKO dishwasher is louder than 50 dBA, and some 
models are as low as 46 dBA. Each unit is covered with sound-deadening bitumen like that 
used in luxury cars. In fact, 30% of the dishwashers’ weight is sound-absorbing material. 50 dBA OR LESS50 dBA OR LESS



Never again will you need to handwash your dishes. Or your crystal. Or your fi ne 

china. Or your large pans. Or your stockpots. Or anything else. Ever. Working 

as a companion to many ASKO dishwashers, Encore dishwashers handle all 

the items that used to require handwashing. In other words, at the end of the 

evening, cleanup consists of loading and running the dishwashers. No rinsing. 

No handwashing. No worries. So, when it comes to hosting your next gathering, you 

can kick back, have fun and enjoy the evening – all the way through the Encore.

ENCORE DISHWASHERS BY ASKO,

NOW THERE ARE TWO

A STANDING OVATION FOR THE

END OF HANDWASHING

A STANDING OVATION FOR THE

END OF HANDWASHING
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ENCORE DISHWASHERS BY ASKO,

NOW THERE ARE TWO



ANOTHER INNOVATIVE

PRODUCT FROM ASKO

Thanks to the extra large interior capacity, its new, specialized FlexiRacks™ rack system and unique 

washing programs, these innovative Encores can handle any type of load. First, the tall interior and 

repositioned lower spray mechanism are ideal for cleaning extra large items. Second, the FlexiRack system 

allows you to configure numerous wash rack options for the variety of items you need to wash. This 

adaptability means that you can wash practically any item in your kitchen, but also that you can install 

another Encore in your entertainment area with both racks configured to handle your specialty glassware. 

Finally, Encores have specialized cleaning cycles preprogrammed to wash those items normally reserved 

for handwashing. These innovations are the ultimate in dishwashing technology, allowing you to wash 

all your large cookware, serving dishes, utensils, dinnerware and delicate glassware in any combination.

ANOTHER INNOVATIVE

PRODUCT FROM ASKO

D3731XLFI, D3731XLHDSS D3232XLFI ENCORED3731XLFI, D3731XLHDSS D3232XLFI ENCORE



D3152XL (TALL TANK)

The D3152XL has a sleek visible control interface with time display, a standard control panel 
look. It comes in white, black, or TouchProof™ stainless steel, and has five wash programs, 
including AutoWash. Options include temperature change, drying adjustment, delay start, 
express wash, and half load wash feature. It remembers the last program used, so you just 
press Start to run it again. 

D3432XL (TALL TANK)

The D3432XL has a hidden control panel but a standard control panel look in black, white, or 
TouchProof™ stainless steel. It has six wash programs and remembers the last program used. 
The control has three option buttons that change temperatures, delay start and adjust drying. 
A convenient End-of-Program signal sounds when the wash cycle is complete.

*All FI dishwashers must be installed with a door panel. ASKO has 
metal panels available in white, black, bisque, and stainless steel with 
curved handles. A customer supplied panel can also be installed.

XL Models = Tall Tank; Non-XL Models = Standard Tank

Control Panels

D3531XLHD / D3531XLFI (TALL TANKS) / D3731XLHD / D3731XLFI (TALL TANKS)

The D3531XL is a hidden control model with push buttons and an LCD display. This dishwasher 
displays 10 wash programs, time remaining, temperature and options. It remembers the last 
program used and can operate in multiple languages.  
   The Encore, D3731XL, is a hidden control model with push buttons and an LCD display. 
This dishwasher displays six specialized wash programs, time remaining, temperature and 
options. It remembers the last program used and can operate in multiple languages.  
   HD models have a TouchProof™ stainless steel front with a straight towel-bar handle. FI 
models must be installed with an optional one-piece metal panel (shown here) or an owner 
supplied custom door panel. 

D3251XLHD (TALL TANK) / D3251FI (STANDARD TANK) / D3251XLFI (TALL TANK)

All D3251 dishwashers have a hidden control panel with push-button access to six programs, 
including Auto Wash. This control adds two options; half-load and express wash. A convenient 
End-of-Program signal sounds when the wash cycle is complete. The HD model has a 
TouchProof™ stainless steel front with a straight towel-bar handle. FI models must be installed 
with an optional one-piece metal panel (shown here) or an owner supplied custom door panel.

D3112 (STANDARD TANK)

The D3112 is a standard control model that comes in white, black, bisque and TouchProof™ 
stainless steel. The easy-to-use control system offers one-touch access to its four programs. 
It remembers the last program used, so you just press Start to run it again. To change the 
program, just push the Program button and advance through the selections. It also has a light 
that shows the unit’s progress through the cycles.

D3122XL (TALL TANK)

The D3122XL is a standard control model that comes in white, black and TouchProof™ 
stainless steel. It features the same style simple control that is used on the D3112, except that 
it has the added feature of the Turbo Fan™ drying system. It has four programs and a memory 
of the last program selected.

D3232XL (TALL TANK) / D3232XLFI (TALL TANK)

Available in TouchProof™ stainless steel, the D3232XL has a hidden control panel with button 
access to six programs. The control has three option buttons that change temperatures, 
delay start and adjust drying. The control remembers the last programs and options used. A 
convenient End-of-Program signal sounds when the wash cycle is complete. The D3232XLFI 
uses the same controls. It must be installed with an optional one-piece metal panel (shown 
here) or an owner supplied custom door panel. 

The Awards for Design Excellence is one of the largest and most prestigious awards program 
for product design of appliances, furniture, fixtures, and finishes marketed to the design trade.

Dishwasher Awards:  2003, 2004, 2007



D3152XL

=

D3432XL

=

Dishwasher Features & SpecificationsDishwasher Features & Specifications

TANK MODELS   D3112  D3251HD  D3251FI D3122XL 
     

Contemporary  S ty l ing  and  Contro ls
Hidden Controls  • •  
Colors:  White (W), Black(B), Bisque (Q)  W, B, Q, SS SS  W, B, SS 
   or TouchProof™ Stainless Steel (SS)
Requires Optional, One-Piece Door Panel   •  
   (See “FI Dishwasher Door Options”)

Unique ,  F lex ib le  Wash  Sys tem     
Patented Super Cleaning System™ • • • • 
Self-Cleaning Triple Filtration System • • • • 
Pulse Wash  • •  
Patented PowerZone™ - Pots and Pans • • • • 
Patented PowerZone™ - Cutlery • • • • 
Separate Circulation and Drain Pumps • • • • 
7- or 8Spray™ System 7 8 8 7 
AquaLevel™ Sensor Monitors Wash Water  • •  
Half Load Washing (Upper or Lower Basket)  • •  
SensiClean™ Sensor (Auto Wash)  • •  
Mixed Load Option (Delicates and Pots)     
Number Of Wash Temperatures 5 8 8 5 
Maximum Wash and Rinse Temperature  160° F 170° F 170° F 160° F 
Number Of Programs 4 6 6 4 
Express Option  • •  
Delay Start Option (Hours)  5 5  

Unique  Dry ing  Sys tems     
Convection Drying System •    
Turbo Fan™ Drying System  • • • 
SensiDry™ Sensor (Auto Dry)  • •  

Large  Capac i ty  &  Ad jus tab le  Racks      
12+ International Place Settings Capacity • • • • 
Lower Basket Holds Thick, 12" Plates • • • • 
FlexiRacks™ Ensure Random Loading • • • • 
Adjustable Stemware Rack • • • • 
Safe & Handy™ Upper Cutlery Basket  • •  
Adjustable Tines In Upper Basket  • •  
Adjustable Tines In Lower Basket  • • • 
Upper Basket Holds Up To 9-1/2" Dishes    • 
Removable Rack Inserts (4)     

Qual i ty  &  Safety  Throughout      
18:9 Stainless Steel Tank, Filter & Spray Arms • • • • 
Anti-Jam, Auto-Reversing Pump • • • • 
Galvanized Steel Base Pan • • • • 
Balanced Door Eases Loading & Unloading • • • • 
Check Valve Prevents Drain Flow Back • • • • 
SteamSafe™ Controls Escaping Steam  • • • 
KidSafe™ Prevents Changing Programs  • •  
KidLock™ Prevents Opening Door •   • 
End-Of-Program Signal  • •  
Interior Light Eases Loading & Unloading     

Dimens ions      
Height 32-1/4" to 32-1/4" to 32-1/4" to 34-3/8" to 37" 3
 35-1/2" 35-1/2" 35-1/2"
Width 24" 24" 23-5/8" 24" 
Depth 24" 25-5/8" 22-7/8"* 24" 
Depth With Door Open 47-1/8" 47-1/8" 47-1/8" 48-1/4" 
Fits 6" High Toe Kick Cabinets • • •
Complies With ADA Height Guidelines • • •Every ASKO dishwasher 

is EnergyStar rated.
*Does not include the depth of a custom or optional door. If an ASKO optional door is used, add 2-1/2" in depth.
**Does not include the height of a custom or optional door. 

D3112

D3251XLHD 

D3531XLHD 
D3731XLHD 

D3251FI* / XLFI* 

D3531XLFI* 
D3731XLFI* 

=

D3122XL

=

=

=

D3232XL D3232XLFI*

=

ADA



D3432XL D3152XL  D3232XL D3251XLHD D3531XLHD D3232XLFI D3251XLFI D3531XLFI D3232XLFI D3731XLHD D3731XLFI
        ENCORE

•  • • • • • • • • •
W, B, SS W, B, SS SS SS SS     SS

     • • • •  •

• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
 •  • •  • • 

• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
7 7 7 8 8 7 8 8 7 7 7
• • • • • • • • • • •
 •  • •  • • 
 •  • •  • • 
    •   • 
8 8 8 8 9 8 8 9 8 9 9

170° F 170° F 170° F 170° F 170° F 170° F 170° F 170° F 170° F 170° F 170° F
6 5 6 6 10 6 6 10 6 6 6
 •  • •  • •  • •
5 1 – 9 5 5 1/2 – 24 5 5 1/2 – 24 5 1/2 – 24 1/2 – 24

       
• • • • • • • • • • •
 •  • •  • •

• • • • • • • • Variable Variable Variable
• • • • • • • • 14" 14" 14" 
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
   • •  • • 
   • •  • • 

• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • 
        • • •

• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
• •     
•  • • • • • • • • •
    •   •  • •

34-3/8" to 37" 34-3/8" to 37" 34-3/8" to 37" 34-3/8" to 37" 34-3/8" to 37" 34" to 37"** 34" to 37"** 34" to 37"** 34" to 37"** 34-3/8" to 37" 34" to 37"**

24" 24" 24" 24" 24" 23-5/8" 23-5/8" 23-5/8" 23-5/8" 24" 23-5/8"
24" 24" 24" 25-5/8" 25-5/8" 22-7/8"* 22-7/8"* 22-7/8"* 22-7/8"* 25-5/8" 22-7/8"*

48-1/4" 48-1/4" 48-1/4" 48-1/4" 48-1/4" 48-1/4" 48-1/4" 48-1/4" 48-1/4" 48-1/4" 48-1/4"

 ASKO retains the right to vary the model specifications at any time. All facts were accurate at time of printing. Before purchasing any appliance, read energy cost and efficiency information at your retailer.

ENCORETALL TANK (XL)
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We are all individuals, so it is important 

that your kitchen matches your 

personality, tastes, and way of living. 

Therefore, on our fully integrated 

models, you can customize the front 

panel to match anything from custom 

cabinetry to the latest trends. With 

a wide range of handles and fi nish 

options, anything is possible.

FULLY
INTEGRATED
DISHWASHER 

DOOR OPTIONS
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The NEW ASKO FlexiRacks™ are 

designed around your lifestyle. They 

are constructed from heavy-gauge 

wire and have fold down tines. The 

lower rack is constructed to handle 

all types of dishes, even oversized 

stoneware. The upper rack has extra 

height on the sides to provide better 

support for tall glasses. Ergonomic 

handles make it easy to pull the 

baskets in and out. The cutlery basket 

stands fi rmly on four feet, yet can be 

moved side to side in order to make 

room for larger items. Certain models 

have a third level cutlery basket.

DISHWASHER 
RACKS

FULLY
INTEGRATED
DISHWASHER 

DOOR OPTIONS

DISHWASHER 
RACKS





THE ULTRACARE™

LAUNDRY SYSTEM BY ASKO.

AN ALTOGETHER NEW WAY

TO DO LAUNDRY.

At the heart of an ASKO laundry room lies the UltraCare™ laundry system. 

The introduction of the UltraCare system is a watershed moment. Not only 

does it reinvent the laundry room, it reinvents the entire laundry process. 

The UltraCare laundry system consists of three integrated components and 

a fourth, free-standing unit. The primary components include a full-size, 

front-loading, stacked washer and dryer, integrated side-by-side with the 

revolutionary UltraCare drying cabinet. The fourth component is the UltraCare 

cold iron, the ideal way to press hard-to-iron linens.

THE ULTRACARE™

LAUNDRY SYSTEM BY ASKO.

AN ALTOGETHER NEW WAY

TO DO LAUNDRY.



We know you have an eye for what looks good, and you leave nothing 

to chance. Therefore, it is important that the laundry room be easy on the 

eye. ASKO fully integrated laundry is the first of its kind. There are no other 

washers and dryers on the planet that can blend this seamlessly into their 

surroundings. Up until now, laundry rooms have been unable to combine 

functionality and style. Now, the laundry room is evolving into a pleasant 

and stylish environment. Whether you decide to combine your laundry 

room with the bathroom, walk-in closet, a craft room, or if you have a 

separate laundry room, there is every reason to make this room a pleasant 

environment. ASKO fully integrated laundry is the best kind of everyday luxury.

THE WORLD’S FIRST 

FULLY INTEGRATED LAUNDRY

THE WORLD’S FIRST 

FULLY INTEGRATED LAUNDRY



ASKO holds up to 14 lbs of clothes — 
twice the average American’s wash load. 
That translates to about 14 full-sized 
bath towels or seven pairs of jeans. And 
since ASKO washers have no space-
stealing central agitator, they’ll even hold 
the large blankets and bedspreads that 
choke top-loaders.

ASKO holds more, yet is smaller 
on the outside than conventional 
machines. That makes for easy 
installation in compact locations. 
And, ASKO units are stackable, 
so you can store them in closets, 
under stairs — just about any-
where that’s handy. 

In European tests, ASKO washers earned the highest possible rating of "A" for overall cleaning, rinsing 
and energy and water efficiency. They also rinsed out almost 40% more detergent residue. And all 
our washers proudly bear the US EnergyStar® label identifying highly efficient products and superior 
energy performance. Better cleaning, better rinsing, better conservation of precious resources.

7to3SEVEN RINSES 
TO OTHERS’ THREE

C l i c k  o n  a s k o u s a . c o m  f o r  c o m p l e t e  d e t a i l s .

An ASKO washer can precisely match 
the optimal temperature for any garment 
or stain. From cold (85°F) to warm 
(120°F), or as hot as 205°F for maximum 
germ-killing effectiveness, ASKO can 
handle it. Since ASKO connects only to 
cold water and heats internally, you have 
plenty left in your hot water tank for a 
relaxing bubble bath.

ASKO’s exclusive Butterfly 
Drying System™ tumbles 
clothes in a figure eight to 
reduce wrinkling potentially 
cutting ironing time in half. 

ASKO works as fast 
as you need it. Small 
load? The Quick Wash 
program can run in 
just 35 minutes. More 
laundry than time? 
Choose the Normal 
Wash program that 
can wash a full-
sized load in only 
45 minutes and still 
produce cleaner 
clothes than a top-
load washer.

Most washers use about 44 gallons of 
water per normal load. ASKO washers use 
only about 15. An ASKO pair can wash and 
dry a typical load for about 28¢—a fraction 
of what other machines cost. That’s because 
ASKO uses up to 75% less water and 
electricity for a normal load. ASKO washers 
clean so efficiently, you need only one-third 
the detergent and no chlorine bleach. 

An ASKO washer can rinse up to seven times and remove virtually all 
detergent and soil residue, yet still use just 20 gallons of water. A typical 
top-load washer rinses no more than twice, many front-loaders only 
three times, and all leave lots of residue. The ASKO is great for people 
with sensitive skin, allergies, or just an aversion to itchy, smelly residue.

C l i c k  o n  a s k o u s a . c o m  f o r  c o m p l e t e  d e t a i l s .

NORMAL WASH
45 MINUTES

QUICK WASH
35 MINUTES

NORMAL WASH
45 MINUTES

QUICK WASH
35 MINUTES

ASKO’s line concept control is groundbreaking 
technology. Programs are set logically and 
easily — from left to right. The clean and 
uncluttered interface is easy to use and 
understand. Programming has never been 
this simple, yet remained so sophisticated.



THE ULTRACARE™ WASHERTHE ULTRACARE™ WASHER

Major appliances are major investments for your family. We understand that. 

That’s why the UltraCare system is built to last – with stainless steel components 

throughout. That’s why we cover each unit in the system with a three-year worry-

free warranty and a fi ve-year limited warranty, the best protection in the industry. 

That’s why we make sure the UltraCare washer not only cleans better than virtually 

every washing machine on the planet, it does so while using less electricity, less 

water and less detergent. That’s why we provide unique features like the ultra-gentle 

hand-wash and wool-wash programs, the AquaBlock™ leak protection system and 

a better rinse cycle to prevent the skin irritation caused by detergent residues 

commonly left by other washers. And, because the UltraCare washer extracts 

more water than others during the spin cycle, the UltraCare dryer is able to do its 

job better than other dryers while operating at lower temperatures. This extends 

the life of your clothing and keeps your family looking great. We understand that 

your family is investing in our appliances, so we build the UltraCare system like an 

investment in your family. One that will help you take care of them for years on end.



THE ULTRACARE™ DRYER

Taking care of your family includes making sure they look their best. No 

wrinkled, creased or shrunken clothes allowed. Thanks to the UltraCare dryer, 

you’ll avoid all that and still cut down on your ironing. The built-in SensiDry™ 

system includes temperature and humidity sensors that interact to prevent 

overdrying, shrinking and creasing. With its large drying chamber and specially 

designed paddles, the UltraCare dryer circulates your clothing in a figure eight 

– instead of round and round – to prevent clothes from bundling and, in many 

cases, wrinkling. This action also creates an airy tumble for gentler drying, even 

drying among your garments and less wear on the dryer motor for longer life. 

Another innovative option is ventless, condenser operation.With an UltraCare 

ventless dryer, there’s no need for dryer duct work or outside venting. That 

means you can put your laundry center in places you’d never considered 

before. A laundry room without a laundry room. How’s that for a reinvention?

THE ULTRACARE™ DRYER



When the fl oor space is really limited — too tight for an 

UltraCare™ washer and dryer — you still have a solid 

laundry solution with the ASKO Combination Washer/

Dryer. It automatically transitions from a wash cycle 

to a dry cycle, allowing you to equip the smallest of 

spaces with a start-to-fi nish laundry system in one 

compact machine. The WCAM1812 uses a condenser 

to eliminate the need for exterior venting. Perfect for 

tight quarters, or other places such as a bath house or 

second fl oor closet, this effi cient combo means the end 

of shelling out quarters at the laundromat.

WCAM 1812

THE ULTRACARE™ 
DRYING CABINET
You’ve seen the care instructions a thousand times: 

“Hang dry” or “Dry fl at.” And of course, some items need 

to be dried without having been washed, like wet hats, 

gloves, umbrellas, workwear or your kids’ snow gear. 

Sure to become your favorite appliance, ASKO offers 

two UltraCare™ Drying Cabinets, the solution for neat 

organized drying of your family’s sweaters, shirts, coats, 

shoes, gloves and more. Whatever can’t be dried in the 

dryer goes into the drying cabinet where a gentle heat 

speeds the drying process. Never again will you have 

clothes drying on doorknobs, shower rods, countertops 

or even on the fl oor. With the UltraCare drying cabinet, 

they all get tucked away nicely to dry gently and faster 

than the old-fashioned way. It’s a great way to take care 

of your family’s clothes while keeping the house in order.

THE ULTRACARE™ 
DRYING CABINET

WCAM 1812



THE ULTRACARE™ 
COLD IRON

Nobody likes to iron. It can seem like a never-ending 

chore, particularly when you’d rather spend that time 

with your family. The UltraCare cold iron can go a long 

way to minimize your ironing time. Ideal for tablecloths, 

napkins, curtains, bed linens and more, the UltraCare 

cold iron makes short work of a variety of difficult-to-

press items. Just feed the fabric into the cold iron and 

the rollers do all the work. In no time flat, you’ll be 

out of the laundry room and back in the family room.

THE ULTRACARE™ 
COLD IRON

LAUNDRY CARE 
HIDDENHELPERS™

All of our washers and dryers can be supplemented 

with a range of practical accessories to make life 

easier in the laundry room. One simple solution is 

the HiddenHelpers ironing board. It is always readily 

available, yet easy to hide away when not in use. A 

side-mounting ironing board arm is available — the 

perfect accessory for shirt sleeves. The laundry care 

double shelf has a removable wire basket and pull-out 

shelf that can be used as a general purpose surface or 

additional folding space. The laundry care single shelf 

makes loading and unloading much easier. Ironing 

board arm accessory available.

LAUNDRY CARE 
HIDDENHELPERS™



How would you like to have the world’s best looking couple — in your laundry 

room? With ASKO fully integrated washers and dryers, you can customize the front 

panel to match any setting. White, black, TouchProof™ stainless steel, even custom 

wood panels will transform an ordinary laundry room into a pleasant and stylish 

environment. All individual doors are available with either an A-bar or T-bar handle.

INDIVIDUAL DOORS
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INDIVIDUAL DOORS



W6903

EasyControl™ / Line Concept Washers
The most sophisticated, yet easiest-to-use washers around. The 
W6903 is available in white and TouchProof™ stainless steel. The 
W6903FI is available with optional white, black, TouchProof™ 
stainless steel panel, or user supplied custom panels. The Line 
Concept control system is an LCD display that programs in a 
simple, easy to understand, left to right sequence. The W6903 
has 13 adjustable programs with spin speeds up to 2000 RPM.

EasyControl™ / Smooth Dial Washer
The W6222 washer uses a new electronic control with smooth 
dial technology. Indicator lights around the controls identify 
cycle and options selected. The wash cycles are printed on 
the control panel and remaining time is displayed in the LED 
window. This model is available in white or titanium.

EasyControl™ / Line Concept Dryers
The T793 dryers use the new Line Concept control system — 
an LCD display that is easy to understand and simple to program. 
Designed to be paired with a W6903 washer, the T793 and T793C 
are available in white and TouchProof™ stainless steel. The T793FI 
is available with optional white, black, TouchProof™ stainless steel 
panel, or user supplied custom panels. The T793C includes an 
internal moisture condenser for ventless dryer applications.

EasyControl™ / Smooth Dial Dryers
The T712 and T712C dryers use a new electronic control with 
smooth dial technology. Indicator lights around the controls identify 
cycle and options selected. The sensor controlled dry cycles are 
printed on the control panel and remaining time is displayed 
in the LED window. These models pair with the W6222 washer. 
The T712C has an internal moisture condenser and requires 
no external venting. This model is available in white or titanium.

W6903 / W6903FI

W6222

T793 / T793C / T793FI

T712 / T712C

T793 / T793C

Control Panels

T712 / T712C

EasyControl™ Drying Cabinets
The DC7171 and DC7181 are both available in white and 
titanium. The DC7181 is a taller model, designed to be used 
when HiddenHelpers™ are used with the washer and dryer. 
Dry cycles range from 30 minutes to 4 hours. There are 3 
temperature options as well as folding, pull-out hangers that 
give you the equivalent of more than 50 feet of clothesline.

DC7171 / DC7181

The Awards for Design Excellence is one of the largest and most prestigious awards program 
for product design of appliances, furniture, fixtures, and finishes marketed to the design trade.

Laundry Awards: 2005, 2006

EasyControl™ Combination Washer/Dryer
This ADA height-compliant washer / dryer combination has 6 
wash programs and dry times of 40–140 minutes. A convenient 
end-of-program light notifies the user when the programs are 
complete. The WCAM1812 is available in white and titanium.

WCAM1812

WCAM1812

W6222

DC7171



  T712 T712C T793 T793C T793FI
Butterfly Drying™ System • • • • •
Internal Moisture Condenser/Collector (Ventless)   •   •
Three-Way Venting •  •  •
Reversible Door • • • • •
Cool Down • • • • •
Drying Temperatures (Air, Low and Normal) • • • • •
SensiDry™ •  •  • • •
Anti-Crease Program • • • • •
Four-Way Water Containment System   •   •
Stainless Steel Drum • • • • •
Double Lint Filter • • • • •
Cleanable Fan • • • • •
Stacking Kit Included • • • • •
End-Of-Cycle Tone • • • • •
EasyControl™ / SmoothDial Controls • •    
EasyControl™ / Line Concept Controls   • • •
Number Of Programs 6 6 6 6 6
Timed Dry Program (Minutes) 60 60 5-180 5-180 5-180
Air (Fluff) Drying Program • • • • •
Delay Start 5 Hrs  5 Hrs  1-24 Hrs 1-24 Hrs 1-24 Hrs
Includes 220 V, 20 Amp Receptacle For ASKO Washer • • • • •
Every Unit Factory Tested • • • • •
Colors: White, Black, Titanium or TouchProof™ Stainless Steel W, B, T W, T W, SS W
Requires Optional, One-Piece Door Panel      •
   (See “Individual Doors”)
Height  33-1/2" to 34-1/2" 33-1/2" to 34-1/2" 33-1/2" to 34-1/2" 33-1/2" to 34-1/2" 33-1/2" to 34-1/2"
Width  23-7/16" 23-7/16" 23-1/2" 23-1/2" 23-1/2"
Depth with Door Open 46-1/16" 46-1/16" 46-1/8" 46-1/8" 47-7/8"
Depth with Door Closed 24-7/16" 24-7/16" 23-13/16" 23-13/16" 23-1/8"

  W6222 W6903 W6903FI
Minimum Water Consumption (Gallons) 5.7 5.7 5.7
Automatic Load Balancing System • • •
Spin Speeds 800/1200 400-2000 400-2000
Sensor Level Control™ System • • •
Internal Water Heater • • •
Wash Temperature Options Cold, 85-205 Cold, 85-205 Cold, 85-205
Maximum Number of Rinses 7 7 7
Six-Way, Aqua Block Water Containment System • • •
Stainless Steel Inner and Outer Tank • • •
Solid Rubber SmartSeal™ Door Gasket • • •
Quattro™ Suspension • • •
Electronic Door Latch • • •
Finger Guard Between Inner and Outer Cases • • •
Drop-Down Outer Door •  
Side Swing Door  • •
No-Spin Option • • •
EasyControl™ / SmoothDial Controls • 
EasyControl™ / Line Concept Controls  • •
Adjustable Programs 10 13 13
Program Interrupt, Add An Item • • •
Delay Start  1-24 Hours 1-24 Hours
Quick Wash Program (Typically 35 Minutes) • • •
Anti-Crease Program  • •
Easy-To-Reach, Out-Front Controls • • •
Complies With ADA Height Accessibility Guidelines • • •
220 V, 20 Amp Cord and Plug Included • • •
Every Unit Factory Tested • • •
Colors: White, Black, Titanium or TouchProof™ Stainless Steel W, B, T W, SS
Requires Optional, One-Piece Door Panel (see “Individual Doors”)   •
Height  33-1/2" to 34-1/2" 33-1/2" to 34-1/2" 33-1/2" to 34-1/2"
Width  23-7/16" 23-1/2" 23-1/2"
Depth with Door Open 42-17/32" 46-1/8" 47-7/8"
Depth with Door Closed 24-7/16" 23-13/16" 23-1/16"

Features & Specifications

Washers

ASKO retains the right to vary the model specifications at any time. All facts were accurate at time of printing. 

Washers

Features & Specifications

DryersDryers



Cold Iron StandCold Iron Stand

 DC7171 DC7181

Capacity 7-1/2 lbs 7-1/2 lbs
Total Drying Length 52-1/2' 52-1/2'
Drying Time, Normal  150 min 150 min
Dehumidification  .56 oz/min .56 oz/min
Programs  Normal, Medium, Low Normal, Medium, Low
Timer  Up to 4 hrs Up to 4 hrs
Element Effect  1200 W 1200 W
CFM  26 26
Voltage  120V/60 Hz 120V/60 Hz
Bar for Hangers  • •
Door Hanger  • •
Glove Hanger  • •
Colors  White, Titanium White, Titanium
Shoe Rack (Accessory) Optional Optional
Height 67" to 69" 71-3/8" to 73-3/8" 
Width 23-7/16" 23-7/16"
Depth 25-1/4" 25-1/4"
Depth with Door Open 46-1/4" 46-1/4"
Weight 132 lbs 143 lbs

Drying CabinetDrying Cabinet Cold IronCold Iron
 C1700

Roller Cloth  21-5/8" X 55-1/8"
Roller Pressure  750 lbs - 882 lbs
Motor Output  90 Watt
Colors  White, Titanium
Height 11-3/8"
Height with Safety Guard Raised 16-5/8"
Width 28-3/4"
Depth 13-1/2"
Weight 44 lbs

Before purchasing any appliance, read energy cost and efficiency information at your retailer. 
For complete product specifications please refer to the ASKO Product & Design Guide or visit www.askousa.com.

Height 27-5/8"
Width 28-3/4"
Depth 25-1/4"

IRONING BOARD
8080704 - W, T (W6903)
8080705 - W, T, SS (W6903FI, W6222)
Height 5-15/16""
Width 23-7/16"
Depth 23-1/4"
Depth at Max. Reach 62-1/2"
Ironing Board Dimensions 36-1/2" long X 12-5/8" wide
Sleeve Insert Width (Optional) 16-3/4" added to width when installed

DOUBLE SHELF
8080443 - W, T (W6903)
8080407 - W, T, SS (W6903FI, W6222)
Height 5-15/16"
Width 23-7/16"
Depth 23-1/4"
Depth at Max. Reach 51-1/4"
Shelf Working Surface 29" long X 21" wide
Basket Work Area 18-9/16" long X 19-3/16" wide

SINGLE SHELF
8079977 - W, T (W6903, W6903FI)
8061907 - W, B, T (W6222)
Height 5-15/16"
Width 23-7/16"
Depth 23-1/4"
Depth at Max. Reach 8-1/2"
Shelf Working Surface 14-1/2" long X 21" wide

HiddenHelpers™Combination Washer/Dryer
  WCAM 1812

WASHER
 Average Water Consumption (Gallons) 18.4
 Low Discharge Rate (GPM) 4.5 (1 DFU)
 Spin Speeds 550/800/1200
 Detergent & Fabric Softener Dispenser •
 Overfill Protection •
 Pre-Wash Option •
 Maximum Number of Rinses 5
DRYER
 Drying Times (Minutes) 40–140
 Cool Down Cycle •
 Wrinkle-Reducing Auto-Reversing Action •
 End-of-Program Light •
 Internal Moisture-Condensing Drying •

Regular Program: Heavy Stain, White, Colorfast, Color •
Synthetic Program: Heavy Stain, Colorfast, Color •
Delicate Program: Wool/Hand Wash, Quick Wash •
Stainless Steel Inner and Outer Tanks •
Four-Shock Suspension •
Dryer Heating Element 1300 Watt
Washer Heating Element 1200 Watt
Internal Water Heater Temperature Boost To 140º F
ADA Height Compliant •
Large Capacity Drum •
Every Unit Factory Tested •
Colors  White, Titanium
Height 33-1/4" to 34"
Width 23-1/2"
Depth with Door Open 39"
Depth with Door Closed 23-5/8"
Weight 195 lbs

Combination Washer/Dryer HiddenHelpers™
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